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08.2-12 TtiE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF NH4LaP4012· 
By J. Matuszewski and J. Kropiwnicka, 
Dept. Inorg. Chemistry, School of Economics, 
Wroc:J:aw, Poland. 

During our studies on lanthanum phosphates' 
phase relations the apparently new compound was 
obtained in the pure, crystalline form. Both 
preparative procedures and X-ray powder data 
based on literature reports suggested it to be 
lanthanum OXJ~hosphate. Single-crystal X-ray 
analysis, however, proved that the compound is 
NH4LaP4012 which is surprisingly stable at 
elevated temperatures. Preliminary X-ray data 
are: system monoclinic, space group C2/c with 
a= 7.941(4), b= 12.645(13), c = 10.702(9) R 
P = 110.00(5)

0
• Diffractometer collected data 

were reduced in a standard way the absorption 
correction being allowed for using program 
DIFABS by N. Walker and D. Stuart (1983) 1366 
reflexions with I> 1.966(1) were used for 
structure solution (Patterson) and refinement. 
H-atoms were partly resolved in a difference 
Fourier synthesis. The refinement led to 
R1 = 0.037 and R2 = 0.046. ~ne structure 
consists of P04 tetrahedra linked together to 
form tetracycles, LaOs dodecahedra and 
ammonium tetrahedra. The La - 0 bonds lengths 
vary between 2.475(5) and 2.516(5) Jt the figure 
resembling that found in LaP309 (J. Matuszewski, 
J. Kropiwnicka and T. Znamierowska, 1986). The 
crystals of ~ld4LaP4012 are isomorphous with 
those of NH4PrP4012 (Hasse R. et al., 1977). 

08.2-13 

By T.Ozeki, H.Ichida & Y.Sasaki, Department of Chemistry! 
Faculty of Science, The University of Tol~yo, Japan. 

K3v5o14 , Mr=596.0, trigonal, P3lm, a=8.6909(4), c= 

4.9973 (3)1\, U=326.88 (4)1\3, Z=l, R=0.031 for 793 unique 
reflections(2<8<40, F>3a(F)). The structure, which was 
first determined by BystrOm & Evans (Acta Chern. Scand. 
13(1959)377-378), was refined. It contains two indepen
dent V atoms, one forming a. VOs tetragonal pyramid and 
the other coordinated tetrahedrally by four 0 atoms. 
These polyhedra share apices to make up two dimensional 
networks. K atom is surrounded by five 0 atoms in the 
lower laver and five in the laver above. V-0 distances 
in the n~twork are l. 737 (2), 1:820 (5) &1.923 (2)1\. V-0 
distances for terminal 0 atoms are 1.621(5) & 1.577(3) ~ 
for the tetrahedron and the tetragonal pyramid, respec
tively. They are slightly longer than the value of 
1.577(3)1\ for the vo5 tetragonal pyramid in the ortho
rhombic v 2o5 (Enjalbert & Galy, Acta Cryst. C42(1986) 
1467-1469). K-0 distances vary from 2.829(5) to 
3.280(6) J\. 
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08.2-14 TilE CRY:S'l'A!. AND I'JOLECULAR :STRUCTURI·: 
OF" [Cu(NH ) 2 (Mo0,) 2 ](NH 4 ) 2 . By J.A. Costamagn;.l 
nnd J.L. ~ar·in, UnJver·sldad de Santi:1gcJ de Chi 
le, Cnsilln 10233, Santingo,Chile. -

Light blue crystals of the title compound are 
for·med when copper·-bear·i ng molybdenite concen-
Lr·:1Le i.s leached with ni.Lr·i.c acid and ammoni.:1 
;tquer1us sc>lutir>n, i.n c1r·der· to c>btain molybdenum 
L r· i ox .i cir_~. 

The molt:!Cular· str·ucture of the cryst.al \-vas de-. 
Lt~r·mincd fr·om data given by chem:icaJ. :1naly.s:i.s, 
TR spectr·um, l~her·mrJgr·avimetr·ic beh;tvir>r· :tnd 
m:tgr1cl~ic suscepLib.iJiLy measur·cmerll~s. 

'l'ht~ cnmpound cr·ysLa I I i i'".f.~s w i Lh S[1itcr· gr·n11p PI 
Z-J and Lhf:! foJ..I.ohr.ing ceJJ. dimen.s:ion.s: 
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Tht.~ .str·uctur·e was so.lvr:!d by Patt.er·son and 
r·i1·r· m1~Lhocls using 1071 un.ique r·r.~fJ1:xions 
-cir·cJe d.iffracLomcLt:!I', MoK -radiaL:ion_. G 
sc;111). and ,.,_,fi '"·'d Lo R~O. 0~6. 
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Thu ~u(NH3)2(Mo04)z]= onion is a plnnnr com
f1lt~x of Cu(TT) and shows Lwo MoO Lf.d,r·aht_~dr·a .. 
;1cl. i llf.!." a,-.; mollndt·nl.aL'· oxyg1~n-dotHn· I i p;;IJHJ:--;. ;1nci 

Lwo Nll3 i11 a Lr·;tns cnnl'igur·aLion. Uond disLan
C<oS in the copper· plane ar·e 1. 96S and 2. 071 ~ 
(Cu-N) and 1.962 and 2.000 ~ (Cu-0), whiJ<o in 
Lhr~ Lt.~Lr·;dlf.~dr·:t Lhr.~y r·ang;r.~ fr·om I .6?7 Lo 1.840R. 

08.2-15 STRUCTURAL STUDIES ON ALUHINATE SODA-
LITES. By li'. Depmeier, Ins·ti tut fUr Kristallo
graphie, Universitat, D-7500 Karlsruhe, Federal 
Republic of Germany 

Our research program on aluminate sodalites of 
general composition H
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. .. , X=S,Cr,Mo,\V ... ) has been continued. These 
compounds are interesting for several reasons, 
the most important ones being: i) The occur
rence of ferroic phase transitions; ferroelec
tric and ferroelastic species have been found. 
ii) Strong repulsive host-guest interactions 
lead to important structural strains (bond 
length and angular). iii) Complicated super
structures occur which in some cases are best 
described as commensurate modulations; iv) The 
possible existence of tricritical points. The 
actual investigations focussed on: 
a) The phase sequence of Ca
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with its two phase transtions at 614 and 
656 K. 

b) The phase sequence of Sr
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with temperatures of transition near room 
temperature (-291 K and -297 K). 

c) The room temperature phase of Sr
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(MoO ) . Its distribution of superstructure 
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reflections suggests that it might be re
garded as commensurately modulated. 

6) The room temperature phase of Sr
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Latest results will be presented. 


